A do-it-yourself’ers plan for a geodesic
micro dome (100 sq ft) that can serve
multiple functions and can be insulated and
heated for year round use.

www.geostudios.ca
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Geodesic Domes
The technical superiority of domes is well
documented. Key advantages of domes are
the shape of the structure (withstands
higher wind force and snow loads), better
indoor air circulation and easier ventilation.
Sooooo why haven’t domes caught on? Here’s a start.
First, standardised material for
domes doesn’t exist. There are no “dome
triangles” at Home Depot.
Second, there are no building code
standards so no one, including your local
building approvals person, knows how to
label and approve such a radically different
structure. Without the guidelines of code
regulations what is a respectable
bureaucrat to do?

Reason three. Because of these
legal technicalities the building trades
do not have the benefit of the
training needed. Why train people to
build something that isn’t code
approved?
For good reasons, geodesic domes are not on the menu. Yet.
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My offer to you
This plan includes construction details for floor,
walls, windows and door(s).
This is a chance for a ‘Saturday afternoon
carpenter’ or a passionate do-it-yourselfer, to
build a simple and small geodesic dome in a
reasonable amount of time at a competitive
cost.

No permits, no infrastructure, no
complicated tech. Completely habitable
for humans 9 months of the year (in
most regions). Can be insulated for
year-round living if desired (hence the
2x4 construction.).

I’ve taken the most difficult part of building a dome cutting the frame pieces - and am offering one
frame set to you at a cost that would keep you
competitive when pricing out a backyard structures
of similar size.

For details visit www.geostudios.ca

GeoStudios Innovations
Innovation 1 - The Roofette Window ®
Virtually all regular
construction has doors
and windows that are
rectilinear (that’s not a
medical condition.!) and
vertical. But domes are
based on TRIANGLES. And
these triangles are angled
upwards.
The Roofette solves several problems:
1) how to place a window in a
vertical plane when all exterior
pieces are sloped?
2) how to make the window seem
like it’s part of the structure
without a look of being ‘force
fit’?
3) how to effectively reduce the
chance of water leaks from
something that is angled to the
sky?
GeoStudios found a way to create standardized windows for
it’s geodesic domes.
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GeoStudios Innovations
Innovation 2 -

The Roofette Door®.
I didn’t want to resort to a shed roof
over a door simply attached to a
complex multi-faceted surface.
It was like fitting a square peg into a
round hole.
And frame alterations compromise the
strength integrity of a dome. Often
you end up with a door that just
doesn’t appear to belong.
The Roofette solves the problem.

GeoStudios found a way to integrate doors on domes.
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GeoStudios Innovations
Innovation 3 -

The Process

Domes are mostly built piece by piece on site. GeoStudios has
taken the process of dome building and made it faster for the
average person. Domes can now be made in modular fashion, in
your shop, and put up on location in less time. The process is
simple yet revolutionary.

Now we can move towards greater scales of production.
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GeoStudios Innovations
Innovation 4 - Use of regular construction lumber
This provides several advantages to using regular materials.
Familiarity; we have entire sectors trained in building with
lumber.
Availability; lumber is like, everywhere
It creates an ‘insulation ready’ structure; while domes of pipe
and tubing are great for greenhouses they don’t do much to
provide a heat-able space in January.

Use of regular construction materials allows us to move
towards building domes that are more usable to people.
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GeoStudios Innovations
Innovation 5 - The Chord Cutting Jig ®
The most difficult part of this type of dome building has to be
the cutting of the “chords”. Cuts demanded from this type of
dome are difficult, exacting and time consuming. They require
compound cuts, twice and at each end of a 2x4. Four cuts per
chord. Get one cut wrong and you have to start over. aargh!
Repetitive tasks
need something to
make the work go
faster, easier,
etc…. Enter the jig.
The jig allows us
to cut chords
efficiently, quickly
and accurately.

“Jig” defined: 1) a lively
dance with leaping
movements 2) device
that holds a piece of
work and guides the
tools operating on it.

Dome chords can now be cut at a speed that makes mass
production a possibility.
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The Chords 1
Details about the key element of a dome.
Compound cuts are done on a mitre saw
which gives you the ability to cut pieces in
two planes at once. In this case, through the
precise centre of the 2x4.
Compound cut this
half

This chord is
one of two
types used in
making a ‘2v’
dome.
Compound cut this half

Measured in millimetres
(1 mm = 1/25”)

The multiple of the length of the A chord to
the radius of the dome is exactly 1.618,
which is The “Golden Ratio”.

Chords are the building block of a dome like
studs are to house framing.
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The Chords 2
This is the kind of precision we aim for.

Chords meeting at the
centre of the pentagon.

The “arrowhead”
cut, named for
it’s shape, is the
typical GeoStudios
chord.

Over 500 cuts to create a GeoStudios Model 100 dome frame
kit. The arrowhead allows us to use the most common building
material in way that would make Buckminster Fuller proud.
When chords meet they create a very strong connection.
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Ode to Domes
Domes are the strongest human
shelter ever conceived. The even
distribution of weight is how domes
efficiently distribute stress along the
entire structure

If there’s magic in geometry
then surely there is a ton of
magic in a geodesic dome.
All lines radiate from a centre
point. If you sit in the centre,
sound will resonate all
around.
Are there other energies at
work? Would a cannabis
plant grown in the centre
have magical powers? I’m
waiting for that experiment!

Once you have the frame, all kinds of possibilities emerge.
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“You never change things by ﬁghting the
existing reality. To change something, build
a new model that makes the existing model
obsolete.”
– Buckminster Fuller
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Advisories, Assumptions,
Preconditions
Warnings, etc… 1
The plans are for anyone interested in building a dome
who has “basic carpentry” on his/her resume. If you can
use a circular saw, angle finder, jig saw, plumb bob, drill
gun, table saw, level, post hole digger or if you have a
friend who could teach you, that’s an excellent start. And
if you can McGyver a saw guide in your workshop well,
you’re in. Hell, if you know what that means you’re way
in.
These plans are not to scale. Put your scale ruler away.
Roofette ©, Roofette Window © and Roofette Door © are
copyright materials.
YES I do supply the chords. Delivery may be a challenge
depending on your location, the state of the planet and
energy distribution at the time. When you’re ready, we’ll
talk.
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Advisories, Assumptions,
Preconditions
Warnings, etc… 1
While I’ve done my best here, mistakes happen. If I made one
let me know. If you made one, lemme know. If you made one
based on what I’ve written here, I reeeally neeed to know.
Regarding dimensions: I’ve specifically made these plans as a
means of teaching how to build this type of dome (an
icosahedron, 2v pentade, ½ sphere dome made with 2x4’s).
That’s pretty specific.
I’ve chosen more the “educate how to” way rather than the
“these are absolutely the measures you should get” style.
And about those dimensions…yes I am “dimensionally
bilingual”, I am versed in metric as well as imperial. So I use
both and in a few examples I do skew towards metric. That’s
because I hate fractions.
Oh how I hate fractions. And I don’t throw around the h-word
very much.
Due to the exacting nature of domes AND the newness of this
type of build AND the fact that all pieces here are NOT factory
built & standardised, I cannot assume you’ll get the same exact
results.
LET’S GET BUILDING!

Foundation

Beams
Concrete piles

The beam on piles system balances simplicity, cost and
effectiveness.
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Foundation 1
The piles will support the beams, that will support the floor that
will support the walls that will support the dome. ;)
grade

4 concrete piles
While the concrete is wet
install the four 4” brackets
in the centre of each pile.
The brackets should be the
kind that are height
adjustable because level is
kinda important. These
brackets will hold the beams
in place.

Dig four 8” diameter holes,
about 36” deep, with a post
hole digger. Make the holes
in a square pattern, 8’ x 8’
on center. Put Sonotubes
(cardboard concrete
forms) in the holes. The
sonotubes will be the shape
of the piles and should
extend above grade by a
few inches.

Threaded for height adjustment

Give yourself a half-day to do this. Always better if you have
some peeps to help. Beer is mandatory.
Because your area may vary with regards to frost depth, soil
compaction, building code standards, etc…it’s safest to see 17
what other builders are doing in your area.

Foundation 2
After the concrete is set and the brackets are all in place you
will be able to place and level the beams.

Brackets, 1
per pile

Piles, 4 @8” diameter

The beams (2 - 2x10’s 12’ long) need to be 2-ply (screwed
together). Place two screws or nails, in pairs every 8”, one
close to the top edge and the other close to the bottom.
Pressure treated wood is still the ‘go to’ when it comes to
outdoor constructions. And there’s paint.
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Floor
This floor system is an exact fit for the micro-dome ‘footprint’
while still using ‘more traditional’ building practices.

Shorter
End beams

Blocking

Floor
joists

Longer
Side
beams

Outline of dome
above

PILES, BEAMS & FLOOR FRAME ON TOP
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Floor 1
Floor frame pieces are all 2x8’s. 8 pcs for the outer
perimeter of the floor. 9 floor joists.
OUTSIDE PCS
FOR END (2)

INSIDE PCS
FOR END (2)
OUTSIDE PCS
FOR LONG SIDE
(2)

INSIDE PCS
FOR LONG
SIDES (2)

(9) FLOOR JOISTS

FLOOR FRAME PIECES

Floor 2
Assemble the frame on the base beams. Make sure pieces are
square. Check by measuring the outside diagonal - if both
diagonals match, it’s good to go!
After the perimeter is built start the floor joists in the centre
and work your way outwards.
You’ll need joist hangers.

Start at centre, go left 16” on
centre, then go right 16” o/c.

FLOOR FRAME & JOISTS INSTALL
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Floor 3
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Notice the pattern. This ‘staggered’ corner formation helps
keep the frame square.

FLOOR FRAME CORNER DETAIL
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Floor 4
See the symmetry in the placement of the blocking? Note how
the blocking will support the wall frame above.
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Why is Dwayne Johnson's head
revered by the Muslim faith?
Because it’s the Dome of the Rock.

FLOOR FRAME WITH BLOCKING

Floor 5
Plywood is almost universally accepted as a subfloor. In this
case we can put in ⅝” (15mm).

Floor frame
perimeter

Floor frame
perimeter
Always best for the plywood to rest on the centre of the
joist. In this case, a ‘gap’ was created on the left that can be
filled in with the pieces cut from the other side.
Less than 5 sheets of plywood to cover this floor. Use 1-½” to
2” screws.

FLOOR FRAME WITH PLYWOOD

WALL PANELS
9 Wall panels

Subfloor
Floor frame
Beams & Piles

Panel space
for door

We’ll need one of those wall panel spaces for the door. Build the
10th panel anyways but without the centre studs. We’ll need it
when it comes time to “close the circle”.

WALL PANELS ON FLOOR
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Wall panel, typical
Wall panels are all identical.
Each panel is made of 4 pieces 2x6 and 3 pieces 2x4.
18 degree cuts
at each end

The 3 centre
studs are all
2x4’s,
staggered

The top and bottom plates (the horizontal pieces) are same
same.
The wall will be 48 ½” high, but the studs (vertical pieces) are all
cut at 45 ½”.
The wall panels lift the dome high enough to give occupants
extra ‘side space’. In this case the wall panels are 48 1/2” to the
top panel. The extra ½” is so the plywood clears the floor.

WALL PANEL VIEW FROM INSIDE
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Wall panel, studs
These 2 studs 8” o/c
from centre stud

Staggered studs
ensure both sides
have nailing surface
for ext sheathing
and interior panels.

Side studs, bevel cut facing outside
Outside of wall

This stud at exact
centre of panel

pacing
Non-standard s

16” o/c
Best to use a table saw to
rip cut the edges of the end
studs.

Outside

Inside of wall
End studs need
to be bevel cut
(18 deg). This
provides a flat
surface to
screw in the
plywood.

TOP/BOTTOM PLATE & STUD SETUP
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Wall panel pieces
ALL THE PIECES YOU’LL NEED TO BUILD THE WALL
TOP PLATE

CENTRE
STUDS

SIDE STUD
SIDE STUD

BOTTOM PLATE

TOTALS = PLATES (20, 2/panel),
SIDE STUDS (20, 2/panel),
CENTRE STUDS (27, 3/panel)

The centre studs are staggered
to reduce “thermal bridging” and
to ensure there is a backing for
both exterior sheathing and
interior panelling.

It’s a good idea to use pressure treated 2x6’s at the bottom plate.

NUMBER OF PIECES

Wall panel assembly
Peak to peak and side to side dimensions

Fasten panels together and to floor with 3 ½” screws.
Minimum 2 per vertical joint and 2 at the bottom plate.

WALL PANEL VIEW
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Adding plywood
Plywood sheathing should be minimum ½”.
The walls are 48-½” high and plywood comes in 48” widths.
When installing the plywood it should be flush with the top plate
and there should be a gap at the bottom.
18
deg

18
deg

Standard 48” plywood. You can cover two panels per sheet.
The bottom gap helps to prevent water from wicking into the
plywood. Paint works too.
If you use thicker plywood note that the inside measure is the
‘constant’, that is, use that number. In this case, 3’ 8-⅞” or
1140mm. The ‘cutting side dimensions’ will increase by about an
⅛’ .
In this planbook I demonstrate a
dome with plywood exterior but
in fact the strength of the frame
allows it to carry much heavier
materials if needed.
Soooo…experimentation time.

PENTAGONS
The dome frame is made of 6 pentagons.

THE ESSENTIAL GEOSTUDIOS FRAME
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Start With The chords
A chords are cut in “Arrowhead” style. They should have called
it “very difficult” style. But hey, looks pretty cool anyways.
A-1 chords, 2x4’s

X 25
A-2 chords, 1x4’s

X 5
B chords, 2x4’s

X 30
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Assembling the Vees
Each pentagon is made of 5 ‘Vees’. They must be assembled on
a large working surface (table or floor).
First, on a
table or floor,
join the
chords with
the bevelled
edges down.
A-1 chord is
the same both
ends. Match to
B chord
unpainted end.

When you join them on a flat
surface the pieces will ‘lean into’
each other

A-1 chord

B chord

Next, predrill
through A-1
chord while
keeping
perpendicular to
the B chord
arrowhead face.
Then screw
them together.
Use 3” screws, be
sure they don’t come
out the other side!
The first 5 ‘Vees’ will make up the top pentagon.
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Assembling the top pentagon
When you have the first 5 Vees, flip them over to “normal” and
pre-place them like so. This will be the top pentagon.

Screw the
perimeter
together
first.

It will go much easier if two people do this part. One person to
hold the center pieces up while the other fastens the
perimeter pieces. Remember to screw through the A chord
side of the joint into the B chords. And of course, predrill.
After you connect all the vees you will have the first complete
pentagon! It’s 4:20 somewhere.
With a frame set you could have these
pentagons assembled and up within 4 hours.
Once you get the first pentagon assembled
the others become much easier.
The Robertson (or square-drive screw), which
only recently gained acceptance in the United
States, has been favored in Canada for decades.
Inventor Peter Lymburner Robertson came up
with the idea in 1908 after cutting his hand with a
slotted screwdriver.
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Assembling the Vees 2
After the first 5 Vees have been completed and the first
pentagon assembled you’re ready to go into full throttle. Next,
assemble 25 A-1 Vees and 5 A-2 Vees. The rest of the
pentagons will fit the sides of the dome.

B chord
A2 chord

Here we have a B chord and an A-2 chord. This pairing occurs
once per pentagon. Except the top cap, which is already done.

The entire frame kit is made up of 65 chords
in four different styles/lengths. While the 2v
frequency dome has 2 lengths of chord I’ve
added two modifications (top cap and
bottom wall connector chords). Each piece
will be painted with primer and bevel cut to
adapt to a variety of exterior coverings.
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Assembling the pentagons
One of these is not like the other. Can you tell which one isn’t
the same? OK probably not. It’s not a clear graphic. It’s the last
one on the bottom. That one. It has all A-1 chords around the
perimeter, no A-2 chords..

Only one pentagon has just A-1 chords all around its perimeter.
The other 5 have one A-2 chord at the perimeter. This is for
a very mysterious reason. Well no actually, it would take
another page to explain why and we don’t have the time for
such nonsense. You’ll know after it’s assembled. Trust me.
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Assembling the pentagons
A DUPLICON OF PENTAGONS
The bevel on each top chord is to allow for the ‘clean’
attachment of plywood (or other type cover). The plywood
edge should also be angle cut (11 degrees) so the abutting
pieces meet along the entire seam.
B chords
meet at
the centre

5 REGULAR PENTAGONS plus 1 TOP PENTAGON

Interesting factoid. The exact dimensions of the chords were found on a Russian
website that calculated them, www.acidome.ru.
And now -as of April 2022- it’s difficult or impossible to access.
Coincidence? I think not.
Did I save the magic numbers? YES I DID!
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Assembling the pentagons
ERECTING THE DOME
When it comes to
putting up the
pentagons there’s a
couple things to
keep in mind.
For the first 3 or
4 pentagons, hold
them up by tacking
an 8’ ‘leg’ against the
top B chord (green).
This ‘leg’ is height
adjustable by moving
the base in or out.
Of course you’ll
need to
(temporarily) tack
the base onto the
wall.

My son failed his statistics exam last
term.
I mean--What are the chances?

Assembling the pentagons
DOME IS OFFSET FROM THE WALLS

A-2 (1x4) bottom
chord of
pentagon
Top plate
on wall

Plywood triangle in pentagon

Overlap
Exterior plywood
Vertical stud in wall

SLICE VIEW OF WHERE PENTAGON & WALL MEETS
How to reduce the amount of metal flashing on your dome?
One idea is to create an overlap where you can. In this case
you may have noticed that the wall dimension top plates and the
bottom chord piece of the pentagon are not the same length.
The walls are 1140mm while the pentagons are ‘calibrated’ to
1148mm, a bit larger.
The reason is to make possible this overlap.

Where do sperm play football?
In a con-dome.

Assembling the pentagons
ERECTING THE DOME

4th

5th - top piece

3rd
6th & last pentagon,
from the side

2nd

1st

After the 3rd pentagon
you’ll notice things starting
to stabilize. By the fourth
you’ll be able to remove
the temporary ‘legs’.

When doing #5 & 6, it’s easier to put the top pentagon on
before the last side one.
Recommended tools and manpower = 2 ladders + 3 people.
It doesn’t take long, especially if you have a clear head and don’t
scream at the person operating the screw gun to HURRY UP
MY ARMS CAN’T HOLD THIS END UP MUCH LONGER! Yeah that
can happen. But everyone smiles when it’s complete. :)

Assembling the pentagons
WHEN PENTAGONS GET TOGETHER
While the fact that the pentagons lean into each other which
adds to their stability, it’s still a good idea to add some mending
strips with some screw holes that are bent (18 deg) to fit. This
part is most useful right after the pentagons have been put in
place. You’ll need 5 for the bottom and 5 for the top.

Alternately, you can just drive a screw through the ‘fingertips’,
which goes through at a weird angle and kinda ‘messes up’ that
connection point.
If the professor on Gilligan's Island
can make a radio out of a coconut,
why can't he fix a hole in a boat?

The Top Pentagon
Aka: Le Grand Fromage
The top pentagon is a busy place. There will be two pentagons in
one spot. A regular one and much smaller one on top of that,
The Vent Cap.
Vent Cap

Top pentagon
w/Quad
covers

5 ‘A’ Triangles connect on all sides of the top pentagon
The one A triangle here is to demonstrate how the top pentagon
overlaps those 5 triangles. This overlap enables easier water
runoff. (See All My Triangles in the brown section)

In the 15th century, the chants of the clergy were projected in the Byzantine churches
thanks to the half-domes. Nowadays, some of the best concert halls on the planet are
dome-shaped (check out the Royal Albert Hall in London).
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Top Pentagon revealed!
Wow what’s all this?! Let’s unpack.
Very top is the Vent Cap with bug screen around the edges. To
make the Vent Cap useful there needs to be a vent hole just
below, which is why the plywood will be cut in that funny way.
Vent cap
Quads
Vent hole
Risers

That funny cut plywood I’m calling ‘Quads” because they are not
triangles, they are four sided.
The Quads sit on Risers. These ¾” pieces are placed on each
half of the chord.

Elastomeric paint has been used successfully on these domes with plywood exterior.
Properties of elastomeric include watertight, dense (up to 10 mils thick, think about
plastic wrap which come in 6 and 10 mils). Elastomeric paint can also hold up to UV
rays for 10 years or longer and it’s bendable meaning it will stretch.

The risers
Unpacking the Top Pentagon
Quad - cover pieces on
top pentagon, 1 of 5

Vent hole created by
Quads (chopped triangles)

2 risers
per chord
¾” deep
B chords
(green)
The risers provide the ‘lift’ needed for the plywood to clear the
A triangle just below that. Which in turn allow for easy water &
snow runoff.
These ¾” pieces are placed on each half of the chord because the chords have a bevel edge.

What disease did cured ham
actually have?
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Placing The Vent Cap
The Vent Cap is a smaller pentagon with screens acting much
like the screens you see on house soffits.

Ventilation is
important! Just like
wigwams, teepees,
and yurts air
needs to vent out.
Venting out the
top peak is best
because warm air
rises..
Bug Screen
Before putting the plywood on the Vent Cap be sure to fasten
the cap onto the top pentagon chords. A plywood gusset plate is
simple and cheap.
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All My Triangles
Top View
TOP PENTAGON
QUADRILATERALS (5)

SMALL TOP VENT
TRIANGLES (5)

A TRIANGLES (5)

B TRIANGLES(25)
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Triangle Cuts
ABOUT (almost) ALL TRIANGLES YOU WILL CUT
These plans assume plywood as your exterior cover. You may
find something that better suits your needs. But either/or your
material needs to fit at the corners. numbers.
AVOID LEAVING A GAP

When plywood edges meet.

NO
The edge cuts for triangles = 11 degrees. If you err on the
side of caution, 12 degrees is OK.

YES

Remember your sawblade is ⅛”
thick so account for that when
you cut.

Fill the gaps with good
caulking or anything that is
waterproof and UV
resistant. And remember
paint will also fill those
gaps.
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The B’s

(25) B TRIANGLES ON PENTAGONS

B Triangle cuts
THE PENTAGON MODULE TRIANGLES (30)
It’s a good idea to cut 5 at a time. That would cover one entire
pentagon. With all 5 triangles you could “strategically” place them
to minimize the gaps from those “possible” saw mistakes.
Apex

Side

Height

Base
All B triangles have these angles.

The B triangles are
isosceles triangles
(two sides are the
same). Since you will
be cutting on the top
side measure the
dimensions on the top
side. The bevel will
angle 11 degrees
“inwards” from the
vertical.

To calculate the area
of any triangle; multiply
half the base times the
height.
For this one,
1/2 * 1157 * 844 =
488,254 sq mm. Which
is .4 sq m.
But that’s not
important right now. 49

B Triangle cuts
DRAWING ON PLYWOOD
Let’s maximize the number of triangles we can get out of a
sheet of plywood. Below, the words “B Triangle” means the base,
1157mm. Make a compass with nail, string and pencil.
4x8 Sht Plywd

First cut

Measure
8”, 200mm
from this
corner

X

Z

Y

Measure
1157mm
TO this
point

here to here is 1023 mm
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Draw line between X and Y by reading the numbers above. Then
find Z by measuring the base 1157mm.
After the 1st cut the 2nd is easy.
Trim where necessary because you will use this piece to draw
the other ones. Template = best piece.
For ALL isosceles triangles…
If you draw a base line, then an arc from each end of the base line, then draw lines from
the arc intersect to each end of that line, you will make an isosceles triangle every time.

MAKING A TEMPLATE

The A’s

(5) A TRIANGLES

Triangle Cuts for A’s
A TRIANGLES - 5
If there were no windows or doors, these triangles would fill
those spaces too.

Top View

There’s about an
8mm difference
between
measurements
taken at the top
side of the
triangles, and
measurements on
the bottom side.
That’s because of
the angle cuts.

The A triangle is
an equilateral
triangle, all sides
are the same
length and the
same angles, all
60 degrees.
And they are
flanked by only A
chords.

Bottom View
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Triangle Cuts for A’s
A Triangles from a sheet of plywood
4x8 Sht Plywd

The A triangles are the largest ones.
You’ll need two sheets to cut all 5.

Just under 4’
per side

Leftovers can form one piece!
Two left over pieces can form one
A triangle. BUT the centre seam
could create issues, depending on
your use.
Under asphalt shingles it may not be a
problem. So if you want to fanangle
something together and use those
pieces to get one more triangle then
knock your socks off. Let me know
how it goes.
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The Quads

(5) CHOPPED/EXTENDED B TRIANGLES

Quad cuts
B EXTENDED & CHOPPED TRIANGLES (5)
These are on the top tier. And no they’re not actually
triangles since their top is chopped off. Now they’re just
quadrilaterals. And they are pissed.

Top view

55.6
deg

Vent cap will cover this.
Vent cap overlaps

Overlapping the pieces below.
Roofers know why. :)
Quads overlap
A & B triangles
under

Bottom view

4x8 Sht Plywd

Same angles like the other
B triangles - 55.6 deg at
the bottom sides. These
pieces can all be cut from
55
one sheet of plywood.

The Baby Triangles

TOP VENT CAP TRIANGLES

Baby Triangle cuts
BABY TRIANGLES - 5
For the Vent Cap
Top angle

Height of triangle

68.8

55.6

Bottom angle

Same angles as
all other B
triangles, two at
55.6 degrees
and one at 68.8

55.6

Bottom angle

55.6

Again, start with
one piece and use
that as a template
to draw the others.
Easily uses less than
a half sheet. In fact
you probably have
enough scraps
kicking around by
now…
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The Roofettes
At this time you have: a floor with a base, walls on top of that
and a dome on top of that. Along with your top pentagon and
vent cap in place it is time for the next step. Roofette
windows!
TOP
PENTAGON
A TRIANGLES

TOP CAP

REGULAR
PENTAGONS
WALLS

ROOFETTES
FLOOR

BASE

With only modest skill and low cost the roofette window
addresses several issues with regards to domes and windows.
First, it eliminates having to place windows at odd angles which
would invite problems with snow and rain. Second, it allows the
glazing to sit vertical and protected from the elements.
It’s worth noting that a roofette can protect windows as well
as doors. While it’s obvious the door roofette cannot be a
complete triangle, the peak and design elements are similar.
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Roofette build -measure
Making a “foolproof” roofette. Sharpen your pencil.
Step 1- Find the height of
the roofette opening.
You’re dropping a tape
(or plumb bob) to a spot
in mid-air that is horizontal
to the top of the wall.

2’ 10- ¾”

Hold plywd
pc

So hold a pc of plywood
at the top of the wall to
measure. Remember to
account for the
thickness of that piece
of plywd in determining
the measurement.

THE MAGIC SIDE LENGTH CALCULATION FOR AN
EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE IS --- height of triangle divide by .866.
Step 2- Take that
height measurement
and divide by .866
[In this case
34.75”/.866 = 40.12”
Or 883mm /.866
=1020mm]
THEN subtract
(again) the thickness
of the material
you’re using (½” or
¾”). (Due to
overlap.)

So the side length will be 40.12” (1020mm)
minus ½” (12mm) which is 39.62”
(1008mm). This will be your peak to
peak triangle side length.
RECAP: Measure the drop distance, Subtract the
thickness of the piece you used to help to measure that
drop, Divide by .866.
This gives us the length of the triangle side.
BUT because we’re using the overlap system, Subtract
the thickness of one side to get the correct side length.
Yes you are subtracting a thickness twice. At different
times. You may need to read this twice as well. LOL
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Roofette build - overlap system
Once we calculate the side length, it’s easy. The angle cuts on
every piece are the same - 30 degrees.
Why use an ‘overlap’ system -rather than the ‘conventional’ way
of simply butting together? Because this way allows for longer
screws therefore a stronger joint AND we avoid making the
more difficult ‘conventional’ cut.
Notice the ‘overlap’ pattern here at every corner.
TOP

LEFT BOTTOM

RIGHT BOTTOM
The pieces
have a 30
degree cut at
each end.

With 3 identical pieces you can
easily build a plywood triangle.
(Roofette)

IT’S A FACT:
A triangle is the strongest known60
polygon.

Roofette build -blocks
After the roofette triangle is assembled take a 2x4 and rip it
through your friends table saw. (Ok you might want to ask
permission.) Make lots. That is, 3 for each roofette corner and
one for the door roofette. ‘Lots’ means actually, 13 pcs, about
6” long.
Simple Roofette
made with
½” plywood
and 2x4
blocks.

ANY 2x lumber will do. Blocks about 6” long, cut one EDGE at a
30 degree angle. Screw in from the plywood side.

Leave room for glazing insert and
roofette frame later.

30 deg cut

Set back 2”
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Roofette build -the gap
As you install the roofette triangle you’ll notice there’s not a lot
of surface you can screw it into. The flat surface of the
roofette meets the angled surface of the pentagon. You can
only fasten it by (in common parlance) “toe nailing” it.

The approx 2” gap

This ‘slice’ view below of the roofette after installation shows
the gap between the roofette and the pentagon frame.

TOP VIEW (SLICE)
The angles create a gap

Roofette sides

Pentagon chord

Pentagon chord

This gap. Aaarrghh! It’s a problem looking for a solution!

Roofette build -the wedgie 1
The wedgie is designed to fill all the ‘roofette gaps’ at all the
windows and the door roofette as well.
The wedgie, when glued or screwed into the gap, will provide
more surface area to fasten the roofette to the frame.

Angle side is where the blade cuts.
The Wedgie is a
rip cut piece
through the table
saw at 15 - 20
degrees. Results
will vary based
on your
measurements
(next page)..

The thickest end can
vary in thickness, but
the angle is what
matters most. Lengths
can also vary as
several short wedgies
along a length can be
used.

This edge slides on the table saw.
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Roofette build -the wedgie2
Making a good fitting wedgie means starting with paper and
pencil. The paper will provide you with the height of the
wedgie at 90 degrees and the width of the base. That’s all
you need. Oh, and a table saw.
1.

ch
or
d

2.

Place paper on roofette. Push it
as close to the inside of the chord
as possible. (not like this example!)
Using the chord as a guide draw a
line.

2. Height of wedgie is
the line to edge of
paper.

3. Height of wedgie is
this gap between
roofette and chord.

To make a good fitting wedgie you’ll need a measuring tape, a
piece of paper, a pencil, a table saw and of course, wood.
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Roofette build -the wedgie3
Now for translating the lines on paper to a piece of wood.

2. Draw line on wood
from here (height) to
measured thickness.
This gives you your cut
angle.

1.

Place that paper with
the line, against the edge
of the 2x4 like this.

Base of wedgie will
have one 90 deg edge.
So yes this bottom
edge of the 2x4 will run
on the table saw, the 4”
side along fence.

Doing this step on all roofettes at once will definitely save you
time.
Other exterior products that can be used on plywood include rubberized paint and
EPDM.
Meanwhile GeoStudios is moving towards more natural products that are less
dependent on fossil fuels such as hempcrete, aircrete and possibly cob.

WHO WANTS A WEDGIE?
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The Roofette Window
The ‘3-season Roofette’ Window - you can install up to
four of these on a GeoStudios geodesic dome.
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3-Season Window -overview
After the roofette triangle is built and the blocks are put
in and the wedgie is in place, these next steps will
complete the window.
Glazing Insert
Interior frame

Roofette
w/blocks

glazing

Steps in this section:
obtain glazing up to 18” diameter,
make the glazing holder,
cut inside frame pieces
Here’s another beautiful thing about the roofette. While they are touted as being for
windows fact is they can be many other things. That’s because they have a deep (12 to
16 ish inches) recess which means they can be used for anything from a ‘window sill
dish rack’ to a cubby shelf of knick knacks to a spot for your fishbowl to a microgreens
grow space. The possibilities are endless whether they have glazing or not.
Further, they can be interchanged. That is, since all the roofettes are the same size
you can pop one out and put in an upgrade (winterized?) or even swap out for one on
the other side of the dome for aesthetic, or functional, reasons.
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Domes really give your creativity a chance to blossom!

3-Season Window-glazing insert 1
You’re ready for the glazing holder. This triangle piece will
hold the glass, or plexiglass or lexan, in a route created
groove that is part of the insert.
Step 1: hold the material
in place against the
roofette, have
someone trace out the
lines of a triangle from
the other side.
plywd

Step 2: After the cut, draw lines
as shown to find the centre.
Perpendicular
to opposite
point

Trace lines inside
Use a nail, string and pencil to draw a circle. Make it 1” LESS in
diameter than the glazing. So that 18” diameter glazing has a 17”
diameter opening. This ensures a ½” lip all around to glue/fasten
your glazing. So radius for the jigsaw cut will be 8-½”

Glazing insert
Glazing

My personal preference has
been for the routered edge to
allow for the glazing to be
glued/fastened from the
outside. But that’s just me.
Obtain glazing before you cut the insert.
Lexan, plexiglass, regular glass, etc…
vary in thickness so will affect your 68
work. And options/ availability may vary.

3-Season Window -glazing insert 2
8 1/2” radius
Jigsaw cut
½” ‘seat’
for glazing
9” radius
Router cut

The jigsaw cut and the
routering will leave a
half-inch edge all
around.. Depth should
be set to the same as
your glazing thickness.

Step 3: The first cut wll be with your jig saw. That cut will be
the smaller one. After you’ve drawn your 8 1/2” radius hole
you’ll be ready to take out that ½” router bit and cut that edge
that the glazing will sit in.
The router depth should be about half the thickness of the
plywood, in this case ¼”. And if you use ¾” plywood, ⅜” depth.
If you have no router you can use two triangles. Laminate them
together (guaranteed to align) to make the glazing hole. After,
separate them and cut an extra ½” from the 2nd one. That
simulates a routered edge.
For this “no-router” option you need to pay attention to the
plywood thickness since it will probably be thicker than ½”.
But it’s way faster if you do have a router. :)
If electricity comes from electrons,
does morality come from morons?

3-Season Window -the frame
These triangle support pieces further stabilize the perimeter of
the triangle. They double as trim pieces and can be painted and
colour coordinated.
They are same same same

Measure the side dimension of your
roofette triangle (inside). Then subtract the
thickness of the wood you’re using (for 1¾” lumber subtract 2”) to account for the
angle. This of course if you’re using the
“overlap system”.

Cut at 30 deg.

Each
piece
overlaps
once.

Consider rip cutting an angle cut
along the length on the bottom
piece. Water will run off faster.

Entryway
The roofette door is a radical departure from well, any other
kind of door. Partly because of its shape, partly because it’s a
self-build project. So no, no two are alike.
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Entryway -overview
roofette

Door
frame

Side
wall

Side
wall

Hard
Cut
pcs

Bottom plate
Steps:
>determine exact centre
>bottom plate calculations
>build side walls
>cut “hard cut” pieces
>Install roofette with wedgie
>install door frame & door
>exterior plywood

Always best to prefit pieces as you
go!

DOOR & FRAME PIECES OUTLINE
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Entryway -real centre
Remember those extra wall plates? Time to bring one out.

Drop plumb lines
from (1) peak of
dome and (2)
from peak of
entryway

1st
2nd

OK so the real door
centre has been found.
Great!
What to do if that
doesn’t coincide with
the centre of the wall
plate? The drawing at
right illustrates the
solution. (Exaggerated
for clear explanation.)

Make two plumb bob
drop points to the floor.
First from the peak of
the dome to the floor
(get the ladder out).
Mark a dot. That is the
exact centre of the
dome.
The second drop point is
from the peak of the
door opening to the
floor. Mark that.
Draw a line through these
two dots and all the way
out. This will determine
the centre of your door.
Real centre will determine width of
each side wall.

Real
centre

Expected ctr
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Entryway -bottom plate
The centre of the bottom plate will possibly be a little different
than the Real Centre.
Centering the door & frame at the Real Centre forces you to
build (probably) asymmetrical side walls. And that’s a good thing.
Real centre is better than plate centre.

The ‘givens’

Side walls will
probably vary in
width

Bottom plate (1140mm) minus the “givens” (730mm) leaves you the
total widths of the side walls (410mm). Even though they may not
be exactly equal, they will total 410mm..
Calculation for side wall lengths is straightforward.
Measure from the real centre, the distance to the edge of the
plate, both ends. Then subtract half the ‘givens’, (that’s 365mm).
That number will be the length of the side wall for THAT side.
Repeat for the other side.
“There are many paths to the top of the
mountain…”. Chinese proverb
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Entryway -side walls
When the side walls are built
Top plates may be different lengths
on each side, but same shape.

Space remaining is for
door, frame & hard cut pc

All studs the same height, 45-½”
The Door frame wall panel is similar to the other regular wall
panels; same height, same 18 deg angle cuts at the ends of the
top and bottom plates, both have 2x6 framing.
BUUUT, the Door frame side walls have no 2x4’s, weird spacing.
And they’re yellow. LOL

SIDE WALLS, OUTSIDE VIEW
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Entryway - the hard cut
We now have sidewalls in place and the entry is starting to look
like an entry. Now we need to beef up the sides for the door
frame. What is commonly known as a jack stud, for me was a
really really hard cut.
The hard cut is so named
because it requires a 60 degree
cross cut to a piece of 2x6.
Most circular saws and mitre
saw can’t do that.
The solution? Turn the piece on
edge and cut that piece at an
angle. Still difficult. The blade
won’t go 5-½” deep!
The best way I could think of
was to hold the piece with
clamps firmly in place and use a
hand saw. This will test your
“straight cutting” skills.
To measure the hard cut
piece without a measuring
tape, simply place it flush &
vertical to the side wall and
with the roofette in place
mark the angled line with a
pencil. This piece will also
support the roofette.
In most cases, the hard cut
pieces will be different
heights each side.

60

de
g.

Tip: It’s best to do the hard cut first on a
piece that is too long by a couple inches.
That way adjustments are only made by
cutting the bottom. Those are easier.
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Entryway -door frame height
Plumb bob drop to get door frame height.
In the same way you determined the vertical drop to measure
the roofette and to help find the door centre, you’ll be
measuring to the top of the bottom plate. This height will be the
height of the door frame.
To recap, here are the deets.
Peak of
door frame

VIEW FROM INSIDE DOME

Pentagon
pcs

The Chords angle
and lean inward
Plumb bob
string

~ 6’ 9-¾”
2076 mm

You should get
close to this
distance. Your
door frame &
roofette will fit
under here.

Bottom
plate
Scrap 2x4

DOOR FRAME, INSIDE VIEW
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Entryway - door frame
Next 2 slides

chords

5 Door frame
pcs

The slide
after those.

2 Hard cut pcs

Wall studs &
top/bottom
plates & Door
‘side walls’

And the one
after but not
quite the end
yet.

DOOR FRAME, INSIDE VIEW
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Entryway -roofette inside
The roofette is built with the same principles as the window
roofette at a 60 degree angle.
A chords
(beige)
B chords
(green)

Decorator
pc &
support
block

Roofette
Hard cut pc,
flush with
roofette.

Door frame,
after
roofette in
place

DOOR PEAK, INSIDE VIEW
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Entryway -roofette outside

chord

Roofette
Wedgie

Door frame

The wedgie needs to have “snug fit” before fastening it in with
screws. Most effective is to screw in from the inside of the
roofette ensuring your screw goes into the strongest part of
the structure, the chord.
Review wedgie cut instructions @Roofette build (blue section)

DOOR PEAK, OUTSIDE VIEW

Entryway - at the Shoulder
The door frame will be built “in situ”. Those who feel especially
handy can probably get away with building it in the shop on a
large workbench. But really, nothing beats a tight, in-place build.
½” space where the
roofette will go
Frame top

15 deg cuts
Top & side
pieces

Pentagon
frame
Hard cut pc
Line of roofette
(later)

Frame side

You should already have the hard cut pieces screwed to the
side walls with 3-½” screws.. And the roofette should be
screwed into the chords with 2” screws, few as possible until
everything is solid in place. Then let er rip.
Notice that the peak of the hard cut piece is in line with the
angle of the frame ‘shoulder’.
That “15 & 15” degrees could become 13 & 17. Measure first!

DOOR FRAME, “SHOULDER” VIEW

Entryway -Bottom Corner
SHTF (sill hits the frame)
Hard cut pc

Door frame

Side wall studs,
2x6
Bottom wall plate (typical)
The bottom piece of the door frame will run along the
threshold (bottom wall plate) and should run between, not
underneath, the side pieces.

Instead of a border wall, the US should
build a dome.... they can call it the
freedome.

THRESHOLD VIEW
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Entryway -door frame pcs
Peak, 30
degrees both
ends.

Shoulders
15 degrees both
ends.

Bottom corners
all straight cuts.
Your numbers will vary
While these measures are good on a computer screen it’s
important to remember, as always, measure twice cut once.
These numbers give you a good idea of what length lumber you’ll
be working with.
Can you say, “I love my angle
finder?”

Entryway -the door
Because you can’t buy this kind of door you have to build it
yourself. A door with a shape that mimics a triangle peak is
virtually non-existent. OK I’ve built a couple, but in reality if
you’re reading this far and find yourself able to do most of
the carpentry - then you’ll be able to take up this challenge.
FROM THIS

TO THIS
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Entryway -door build
Doors are a huge part of self-build and where lots of $ can be
saved. My preference is to take a used 24” interior door,
cannibalize it and rebuild an entirely new door with the same
materials.
Putting the art in artisan. :)
The best door is a simple hollow core
interior door. No panels or indents.

Most interior doors are
made with a thin veneer
so they’re easy to cut.
Keep the inner frame
pieces as you go.
Inner frame pieces
pulled after cutting

Use glue, nails, staples
any any combination to
refasten these inner
frame pieces back in
the newly cut door.
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Entryway -door build
Draw the shape of the door by tracing.
Just place the door up against the door frame and trace the
lines around the perimeter of the frame. Or the angle finder.
When you line up the door to the frame be sure that you keep
one corner intact, it will save you some work.
Door to be cut

Door frame

After cutting you will have a door with a pointy top edge which
is weaker than the original door. There are ways to remedy
that.
“The quality of a carpenter’s work is equal to their ability to
hide their mistakes”.
~anon

CUTTING THE SHAPE OF THE DOOR
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Entryway -door build
After cutting to a “pyramid peak”, that point is a weak spot.
Get your jigsaw out to make an arc.

Cut arc here

Door frame pieces
being reused
Thin veneer

Could have pushed this frame up more
Round off an arc with a pickle jar. Actually any jar will do. Can
be jam or peanut butter.
Strategically place some of those frame pieces in that hollow
space right now, and glue them in. Then make the jigsaw cut.
Better to tack that together good.
Cut the protruding part out with a jig saw. Careful because
this is also a “hard cut”.
You can also use plywood pcs laminated, cut to that shape and
fit made to fit. As you can tell there are many ways!

ROUNDING THE TOP EDGE
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Entryway - side wall exterior
All that framing! Once the door is in and the sidewalls are
covered up we’re very close to “lock-up stage”.
Future
window(?)
wedgie
Door frame

roofette

Sidewalls
Hard cut pcs

Reg walls

Time for sheathing around the door.
Because of the high volume-to-surface-area
ratio domes have at least 30% less surface
area than other shaped buildings. That
means it takes at least 30% less energy to
heat or cool them.

SIDEWALL FRAME, DOOR FRAME
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Entryway - side wall exterior
Side walls with 2 2x6 end studs

Plywd exterior

18 deg edge
cut

Bottom plates
Don’t forget to cut one vertical edge of the plywood at 18
degrees so it butts up against the other wall plywood. Just like
the wall panels.
How is it that we put man on the moon
before we figured out it would be a good
idea to put wheels on luggage?

SIDEWALL EXTERIOR, PLYWD PCS
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Entryway -slice view 1
Entryway, pentagon, floor

Roofette

Chords in pentagons
(Purple section)

Decorative Piece
DOOR
Hard cut
Side wall

Regular wall
(Fluorescent
section)

Bottom plate
Floor
(Green section)
Backing (Green section)

SECTION 1
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Roofette & Floor -slice view 2

Roofette
(Blue Section)

Regular wall
(Fluorescent
section)

Plywood, floor joist

Beams on Piles
(Brown section)

SECTION 1
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Entryway - side wall exterior
More backing here?

The smaller triangular
pieces of plywood
above are
‘measure-as-go’
pieces. They shouldn’t
be much more than
12” (300mm) high.
And they’re simple
right angle triangles.
Yes, get your angle
finder.
You can decide if
these need more
backing like a 2x4 on
top of the plate.
Here it is backed
only by the 2x6 Hard
cut piece (red)..

I was aiming for a 500 page book. I
would have called it the GeoStudios
Dome Tome.

SIDEWALL EXTERIOR, TRIANGLE PCS
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What you’re working towards

WHAT YOU’RE WORKING TOWARDS
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BY THE NUMBERS

All the numbers

Interior Dome Height = approx 10’ 1”
Pentagon sides = 1148mm (45 3/16”)
Wall panels = 1140mm (44 ⅞”)

B triangles =
2 bottom angles @55.6deg, apex @68.8deg
2 sides @1023mm & 1 side @1157mm
A triangles =
3 angles @60deg & 1157mm all sides
Total surface area of regular pentagons, vent cap,
top pentagon and walls= 230 sq ft (22 sq m).
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